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The Frog Princess
In this hilarious and fast-paced prequel to the beloved Tales of the Frog Princess series, Baker
takes readers back one generation to encounter many favorite and familiar characters.
The Dragon Princess: Being a princess in a magical kingdom isn't easy. Especially if your best
friends are a vampire, a troll and a wizard. And if you happen to be a magical princess who
turns into a dragon when she gets cross, then things are about to get very interesting. It's hard
to find suitors for large fire-breathing reptiles. Join Millie, the Dragon Princess, on one of three
enchanting, hilarious and unforgettable adventures. No Place For Magic: Princess Emma (aka
The Frog Princess) takes centre stage again in quest to rescue a kidnapped prince. The
Salamander Spell: Grassina, Princess Emma's wonderful, magical aunt, is herself a teen in this
prequel that tells the story of how she meets her true love.
Princess Millie and her fiancé, Audun, are busy planning their wedding when disaster strikes.
Millie's baby brother, Felix, has been kidnapped, and with the kingdom's best witches away, it's
up to Millie and Audun to rescue him. Fans will be delighted with this funny and ferocious finale
to the Tales of the Frog Princess.
An illustrated story about a prince who marries a frog princess, and eventually breaks her from
the spell which has held her. One of eight small books in Literacy Links Satellites Stage 3, Set
C.
Forced to marry an ugly frog, the youngest son of the queen is astounded to learn that the frog
is really a beautiful princess.
After rejecting all of her human suitors, the beautiful daughter of a Tlingit tribal leader declares
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that she would rather marry a frog from the lake, in a mesmerizing retelling of a Tlingit Legend.
Forced to marry an ugly frog, the youngest son of the Czar is astounded to learn that the frog
is really a beautiful princess.
Audun is on a quest to find Princess Millie, and to become human in order to win her heart. But
The Dragon King has set out a number of tasks Audun must perform before he is permitted to
even try to woo Millie...and each one is filled with E. D. Baker's signature adventure and hilarity
as this dragon-turned-human-turned dragon and back again battles sea witches and warlocks
both familiar to readers of the series, and altogether new. A fantastic stand-alone fairy tale that
brings new life to this wonderful series.
Don't Kiss the Frog!: Princess Stories with Attitude Compiled by Fiona Waters; Illustrated by
Ella Burfoot Perfect for girls who love tiaras, ball-gowns, and happy endings--but also sports,
silly jokes, and being different. Featuring the work of seven writers and three illustrators, this
anthology of "princess stories with attitude" will make kids laugh as they encounter a bevy of
sleepy, sporty, clumsy, brave, resourceful, and curious princesses. The exuberant typographic
design is an excellent match for the story-telling style and colorful artwork.
Russian folk tale about Tsarevna Frog. This story will teach you to appreciate the inner world,
respect and love...
Enter E.D. Baker's magical world in this first book of the Tales of the Frog Princess series.
Emma and Eadric travel to Upper Montevista to ask his parents to bless their upcoming
marriage and discover that Eadric's younger brother has been kidnapped by trolls.
Forced to marry an ugly frog, the youngest son of the Tsar is astounded to learn that the frog is
really a beautiful princess.
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Alexander Afanasyev (11 [23] July 1826 - 23 September [5 October] 1871) - Russian folklore
collector, researcher of spiritual culture of the Slavic peoples, the historian and literary critic.
What fairy tale "The Frog Princess"? "The king had three sons ..." - so begins the favorite all
the "The Frog Princess" - Russian folk tale. It tells the story of how the king wanted to marry
their sons and arrows released by them led to brides. The eldest son went to the merchant's
wife, middle - priest's wife, and the youngest prince was to marry the frog, because it flew in
the swamp boom young king's son. To check the daughters, the king came up with all sorts of
tests: the shirt he had to make, bake some cakes, and even carpet weaving. Every time praise
the priest-king of a bride getting any younger prince, frog. But the frog was difficult marsh
inhabitant. It was bewitched Vasilisa the Wise, who every night turned to the one who was in
fact - a beautiful girl. And what happened next, read a fairy tale! It will be interesting and very
young children, and adults. Read it together with your baby! This book is published in English
with brightly colored pictures. Large font.
While Princess Millie and her dragon fiancâe prepare for their wedding, the entire royal family
of Greater Greensward teams up to find Millie's baby brother, who has been kidnapped and
turned into a frog.
Fans of E. D. Baker's The Frog Princess, rejoice! Fifteen years after the original, Princess
Emma, Prince Eadric, and all the beloved characters are back for another magical adventure
from popular author E. D. Baker. Two weeks after Emma's birthday, Prince Eadric -- having
been turned from a frog into a human again -- is still in Greater Greensward. One day, a
beautiful princess named Adara arrives at the castle in Greater Greensward for a visit, claiming
to be Emma's distant cousin. But Adara has other motives that threaten Emma and Eadric's
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blossoming romance. Meanwhile, something is very wrong in Greater Greensward. Crops are
dying, streams are drying up, and large sections of trees in the enchanted forest are withering
-- all because the Fairy Queen has disappeared. Without her, there is no peace in the magical
kingdom, and dangerous foes threaten to take advantage of her absence. Only brave,
tenacious Emma with her knowledge of the land can restore order . . . but first she must set out
on a journey unlike any before. Brimming with lovable characters and page-turning magic, The
Frog Princess Returns will bring a whole new batch of readers to E. D. Baker's highly
acclaimed, wonderfully popular world of Frog Princess series.

Once upon a time, two brothers wished to preserve their German folklore in a
collection of tales that they believed had been handed down for generations.
When they began in 1812 they had just 86 stories that rather harshly reflected
the difficult life of European peasantry. Subsequent editions would grow to hold
over 200 tales. As time passed, the Brothers Grimm found that their collection of
fairy tales, with all of its royalty, magical creatures, and brave adventures,
entranced those who read them. This compilation of fairy tales which includes the
complete canon of over 200 tales has become a beloved set of classical stories
the world over. Presented here in this edition is the faithful translation of Margaret
Hunt.
Princess Emeralda isn't exactly an ideal princess. Her laugh sounds like a
donkey's bray rather than tinkling bells, she trips over her own feet more often
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than she gracefully curtsies, and she hates the young Prince Jorge whom her
mother hopes she will marry. But if Emeralda ever thought to escape from her
frustrating life, she never expected it to happen by turning into a frog! A
deliciously original and fast-paced fairy tale that turns the tables on the traditional
frog-prince story, featuring a fascinating and hilarious cast of characters and
starring a witty and unforgettable - princess.
Forced to marry an ugly frog, the youngest son of the Tsar is astounded to learn
that the frog is really the beautiful princess Vasilisa the Wise.
The first book in E. D. Baker's beloved Frog Princess series -- the inspiration for
Disney's hit movie The Princess and the Frog! Princess Emeralda a.k.a. Emma
isn't exactly an ideal princess. Her laugh is more like a donkey's bray than tinkling
bells, she trips over her own feet and she does not like Prince Jorge, whom her
mother hopes she will marry. But if Emma ever thought to escape her troubles,
she never expected it to happen by turning into a frog! When convinced to kiss a
frog so he might return to being a prince, somehow the spell is reversed and
Emma turns into a frog herself! Thus begins their adventure-a quest to return to
human form. Fascinating and hilarious characters ranging from a self-conscious
but friendly bat to a surprisingly loyal snake and a wise green witch confirm that
readers won't soon forget this madcap story. Don't miss the rest of the Frog
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Princess series by E. D. Baker: The Frog Princess Dragon's Breath Once Upon a
Curse No Place for Magic The Salamander Spell The Dragon Princess Dragon
Kiss A Prince among Frogs The Frog Princess Returns And these other magical
series: Tales of the Wide-Awake Princess The Fairy-Tale Matchmaker More
Than a Princess Magic Animal Rescue and more!
Princess Emerelda is not exactly an ideal princess. Her laugh is like a foghorn,
she's always tripping over the royal furniture, and she HATES Prince Jorge whom
her mother would one day like to see her marry. But things are about to change
as she finds the frog of her dreams - but when she kisses him SHE turns into a
frog! Just one kiss, and her whole life turns upside down in these deliciously
original, hilarious and fast-paced fairy-tale adventures. Dragon's Breath and
Once Upon a Curse continue Princess Emma's adventures with a wonderful cast
of characters and new challenges such as the Dragon Olympics, and trying to
stop a terrible curse.
The third book in the Tales of the Frog Princess series, now with a brand new
look!
When a kiss from Danny turns Chandler, a wealthy but lonely orphan, into a frog,
Danny's humorous attempts to change her back into a human land the pair on a
television talk show.
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Tiana dreams of opening her own restaurant in New Orleans, but her hopes are
dashed when she kisses Naveen, a prince who has been turned into a frog, and
she is transformed into a frog as well.
Join the Fairy Tale Fairies as they make sure everyone's favorite fairy tale characters
get their happily ever after! Happily Ever After? Once upon a time, Rachel and Kirsty
were excited to attend the special Fairy Tale Festival at TipTop Castle. But when Jack
Frost steals the Fairy Tale Fairies' magic items, stories everywhere get all jumbled up.
Even worse, characters from inside the books are coming to life and finding their way
into the human world! Rita is hopping mad -- the goblins have hidden her magic charm
and she can't find it anywhere. Only Kirsty and Rachel can help her get it back before
it's too late! Find the special fairy object in each book and help save the Fairy Tale
Magic!
A princess, bored with her princess duties and fancy clothes, longs for freedom and
adventure. Actually, she would prefer to be a frog! But then she falls in love...
English Bulldog and media celebrity Zelda stars in her own fairy tale as a princess who
loses her favorite ball in a mud puddle, only to have an ugly frog volunteer to save it,
but only if Princess Zelda promises to be his best friend.
Having recovered their human shape, Emeralda and Eadric try to help Aunt Grassina
find the special objects needed to break the spell that turned Grassina's true love,
Haywood, into an otter.
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Tiana's big dreams of opening her own restaurant are put on hold when she is
transformed into a frog! Discover how she finds love and learns all about what is truly
important in the Little Golden Book retelling of Disney's The Princess and the Frog.
Although a princess, Millie cannot keep herself from turning unexpectedly into a dragon,
so she ventures off to the Frozen North to find the Blue Witch, who she hopes will help
her learn to control her dragon magic.
The Frog Princess is the story of Angie Beasley's transformation from ugly duckling to
beauty queen. With few jobs around, bland food and cold weather, the best that Angie
could hope for was a job at the local Findus factory. Her family didn't have it easy. Her
baby brother was a cot death and the tragedy caused her mother to turn to the
Jehovah's Witness faith. Their poverty, now combined with an austere belief system,
meant no Christmas, no birthdays and little joy. But aged 16, Angie decided that she
was destined for bigger things. After seeing a TV advertisement she entered a beauty
pageant. And won. She went on to take 25 titles, including Miss Leeds, and her home
town title Miss Cleethorpes, giving her the opportunity to model while travelling the
world. Just as Angie felt that life couldn't get any better, she got engaged to a man who
trapped her in a terrifying cycle of domestic violence. When she eventually escaped
him, she had lost all of her money and self-esteem. She was on the bottom rung of the
ladder yet again. But Angie picked herself up, turned her talents to event management
and grafted her way to becoming Director of Miss England. Evoking the magical, lost
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world of the 1970s beauty pageant, The Frog Princess is Angie Beasley's real life
fairytale. The eldest of six children, Angie Beasley (nee Chapman) was born in 1963 in
Grimsby. With few prospects in life beyond the local fish factories, she decided to enter
Miss Yorkshire Television at the age of 16. Within eight years, Angie had gone on to
win twenty-five beauty titles, leading to work in the entertainment industry. She is now
the Director of Miss England Limited, and lives in Leicester with her son.
When Tiana kisses Prince Naveen, who has been enchanted into a frog, she turns into
a frog too! As they explore the bayou, they find good friends and maybe even love. But
will they find a way to become human again, so Tiana can open the restaurant she's
always dreamed of? This storybook includes beautiful, full color art in the style of the
beloved film, The Princess and the Frog.
After the frog turns into a prince, he and the Princess do not live happily ever after and
the Prince decides to look for a witch to help him remedy the situation.
When Frog rescues the Prince's golf ball from her pond, she finally gets to realize her
dream of being a princess, but she quickly discovers that being a princess isn't at all
what she anticipated.
This Fall, The Walt Disney Animation Studios returns to its timeless art form of handdrawn animation. From the creative minds of directors John Musker and Ron Clements
(The Little Mermaid and Aladdin) comes an American fairy tale and musical set in the
heart of New Orleans during the Jazz Age. This unforgettable tale of love,
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enchantment, and discovery features Tiana, a young girl with big dreams who is
working hard to achieve them amid theelegance and grandeur of the fabled French
Quarter. The Art of The Princess and the Frog showcases the lush concept art of this
sure-to-be-classic movie, including sketches, character designs, lighting studies and
storyboards, alongside inspiring quotes from the directors, producers, artists and
designers, including veteran hand drawn animators that brought you many of Disney's
most classic and unforgettable characters.
Walt Disney Pictures presents The Princess and the Frog. . . . Meet Tiana, Disney's
newest princess! When she and the spoiled Prince Naveen are turned into frogs, they
find themselves lost in the Louisiana bayou, with no one to turn to but a lovesick Cajun
firefly, a trumpet-playing alligator—and each other. Determined to become human again,
Tiana and Naveen embark on a hilarious and heartwarming adventure. Together, they
find romance where they least expect it—and discover that dreams really can come true.
This Step 2 retelling shares the magic of Disney’s latest feature film—and soon-to-be
classic—The Princess and the Frog.
Happily Ever After? Once upon a time, Rachel and Kirsty were excited to attend the
special Fairy Tale Festival at TipTop Castle. But when Jack Frost steals the Fairy Tale
Fairies' magic items, stories everywhere get all jumbled up. Even worse, characters
from inside the books are coming to life and finding their way into the human world! Rita
is hopping mad -- the goblins have hidden her magic charm and she can't find it
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anywhere. Only Kirsty and Rachel can help her get it back before it's too late! Find the
special fairy object in each book and help save the Fairy Tale Magic!
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